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VOL. XXV, No. 6 ' • REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLO . December 16, 1942 
ANDREW WINS ORA TORI CAL 
* * ' "* REGIS ALUMNI .GIVEN PAPAL HONORS 
Denver Catholic Clergymen, 
Laypersons Honored by Pontiff 
Four former ~egis College students or holders of honorary 
degrees from Reg1s were among the three clergymen and nine 
laymen and laywomen, .all of the Denver archdiocese who were 
given Papal honors last week in a notification receiv~d by radio 
from Vatican City by Archbishop Urban J. Vehr of Denver 
through the Most Rev. Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, Apostolic 
Delegate to the United States.+----------------
The former Regis students are: Regis College in 1915 and in 1940 
the Very Rev. William Higgins, was granted by the College the 
pastor of St. Philomena's church honorary Doctor of Laws degree. 
and a consultor of the arch- DOCTOR OF LAWS 
............................................................ .,. 
Rector's 
Christmas Message 
To Regis Students 
and Alumni: 
This Christmas is a seri-
ous Christmas for m o s t 
Regis College students. 
diocese; the Very Rev. Charles Also named a Knight of St. • 
Because of the war and its 
implications, we prepare for 
Christmas with great seri-
ousness. There will be less 
gaiety, and more serious 
thought of the meaning of 
Christmas Day, when every 
Regis priest and student will 
be praying for our service 
men, and when Regis alumni, 
wherever they are in this 
global warfare, will be unit-
ed with us in prayer to the 
Christ Child. 
H. Hagus, pastor of Annunciation Gregory in the present announce-
church and a consultor of the ment, John L. Dower, an out-
archdiocese; and John J. Sullivan, 
LL.D., of Denver. The holders of 
honorary degrees from Regis Col-
lege are Monsignor Higgins, Mr. 
Sullivan, and John L. Dower, 
LL.D., of Denver. 
MATRIMONIAL EXPERT 
standing Denver business man, 
was the recipient of the honorary 
Doctor of Laws degree from Regis 
College in June, 1941. He was 
born in Worcester, Mass., Oct. 20, 
1869. While engaged as receiver 
for the Middlesex Banking com-
(Continued on Page 8) 
In the name of the Regis 
College faculty, I wish every 
Regis man, student or alum-
nus, a Christmas rich in 
spiritual joy and filled with 
that happiness which· comes 
from loyalty to Christ. 
Sincerely, 
, (Very Rev.) John J. 
Flanagan, S.J. 
:.= •• = .. = •• =··"'·•"'••"'••"'••""•••"'••"'··=··=··"""··"'·•"'••"'••"' ... = •• = •• = .. = .. --•• --.. "" .. "" .. -••• '~ Monsignor Higgins, an expert 
on canonical matrimonial regula-
tions, who was named a domestic 
prelate by His Holiness Pope Pius 
XII in last week's announcement, 
was born in New York, Feb. 8, 
.................... ..., .............................. ...... 
........................................... ...... 
...... 
College to Offer Courses 
For Selected Prep Seniors 
1890, and came to Denver when a 
boy. He graduated from Regis Arrangements to admit to college courses better-than-aver-
College in 1912, entered St .. age students still attending high school are being made at Regis 
Thomas' seminary, and was or- College for the second semester of the present year, which be-
dained June 14, 1917 in Kearney, begins with registration Jan. 11. 
Neb. The honorary Doctor of According to present plans still being worked out by the 
Laws degree was conferred on the Very Rev. John J. Flanagan, S.J., president of Regis college, 
and the Rev. Hubert M. Newell,+---------------
prelate by Regis College in June, archdiocesan · t d t f 
1934
. superm en en o 
DOMESTIC PRELATE 
Monsignor Hagus, who has also 
been named as a domestic prelate, 
was born in Leadville, Colo., July 
6, 1882, and attended the old 
Sacred Heart (now Regis) college 
from 1901 to 1903. He t,hen en-, 
rolled in the Petit ·Seminaire in 
Bastogne, Belgium and studied 
philosophy. Beginning his theol-
ogy course in 1905 at the Amer-
ican college in Louvain, Belgium, 
he was ordained in that city July 
12, 1908. 
KNIGHT OF ST. GREGORY 
Mr. Sullivan, who has been 
named a Knight of the Order of 
St. Gregory by the Holy Father, 
has long been a memJ;ler of the 
Denver council of the Knights of 
Columbus. He was 9rand knight 
from 1926 to 1928, and sqon took 
over state positions in the order. 
He served as state deputy from 
1929 to 1931, and in the fall of 
1936 retired as state master Of 
the Fourth Degree after serving 
in that capacity for four years. 
He has also been chairman of the 
administrative council of Regis 
College. He was graduated from 
schools, high school students in 
the upper third of their class who 
lack one or two units,.tor gradua-
tion wm be admitted to classes at 
Regis College while continuing in 
high school. Approval of the stu-
dent's high school principal in ev-
ery case will be necessary for ad-
mission. Not over 10 per cent of 
the students in a high school will 
be admitted to the special pro-
gram. 
The present plan is an attempt 
to make available to the more cap-
able students the college subjects 
stressed by the armed services as 
important for pre-induction train-
ing, Father Flanagan said. These 
subjects include algebra, trigo-
nometry, college English, Ameri-
can history, navigation and met-
eorology, and college physics. 
Since the ordinary high school 
courses call for a student's earn-
i:ng tour units a year, the present 
plan would affect students who 
have completed three and one-half 
years of high school. Students who 
have completed the full number 
of units necessary for graduation 
by the end of the present semester, 
but who will not receive their di-
plomas until next June wUl be ad· 
mitted as regular students to 
Regis College in January, Father 
Flanagan said. 
The present plan to make the 
pre-induction training recommend-
ed by the armed forces available 
to lower age groups has been 
made necessary by the new law 
lowering the selective age and the 
regulations closing all reserve 
corps enlistments except enlist-
ments of 17-year-olds in the mar-
ine or navy reserve classes, col-
lege officials said. 
Regis Ready for Air 
Raid Says Fr. KeenQy 
According to the Rev. L. T. 
Keenoy, S.J., air-raid warden of 
Carroll Hall, the resident students 
and the faculty members in Car-
roll Hall are fully prepared to 
cope with any blackout or possible 
air-rade situations. In the event 
of a blackout warning, Father 
Keenoy said, his signal will ' be 
shrill blasts from a whistle. 
Resident students, during Mon-
day night's blackout, gathered in 
the Corral, and faculty members 
in the third floor lounge. 
I 
Gerald Hencmann Takes Second 
Place With Oration on Lasting 
Peace in Annual Speech Contest 
First place in Regis College's twenty-second annual ora-
torical contest, held Thursday evening in the Little Theatre, 
went to Martin Andrew, sophomore. Gerald Hencmann, a 
freshman, was the second place winner. 
Andrew's speech, entitled "Toward Economic Stability,' ' 
d ealt with the economic problems which will confront the 
country after th~ war. '"We are+----------
on the crest of a wave of economic of Columbus elocution award. An-
productivity," said Andrew, "but drew is a graduate of Cathedral 
high school, where he was out-
that wave is bound to lose its standing in speech activities. As 
force, and unless we provide a a student at cathedral in 1940 
cushion of purchasing power, this he attended the national contest 
-Brown and Gold Photo 
MARTIN ANDREW 
Oratorical and Elocution 
nation faces an economic crash 
after World War II." Andrew said 
the only solution was action now. 
"Savings and bond buying are the 
surest methods of forestalling a 
second post-war depression." 
This is the second major speech 
award at Regis for Andrew, who 
last year was giv.en the Knights 
of the National Forensic League, 
being the dist:r:ict winner in ora-
torical declamation. 
Hencmann, the s e c o n d place 
winner, spoke on "A Lasting 
Peace." "We cannot fail this 
time," he said, "for the stakes 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Father Gibbons 
Returns From 
Educator's Meet 
The Rev. John J. Gibbons, S.J., 
dean of Regis College, attended 
the meeting of Jesuit deans of the 
California, New Orleans and Mis-
souri provinces held at St. Louis 
university Nov. 29 and 30. Accord-
ing to Father Gibbons, discussion 
in the meeting centered on three 
points: war-time problems of col-
leges, the establishment of pre-
induction courses, and army plans 
for the colleges. 
On returning to Regis College, 
Father Gibbons said, "Regis does 
not expect too large a drop in en-
rollment next semester. This is 
due to the fact that a large num-
ber of the students are in t~ 
army air corps, naval air corps, 
Navy V-7, V-1, marine reserve 
corps, and the army enlisted re-
serve corps reserves. All but the 
A_. E. R. C. will probably permit 
the boys to remain in ·school next 
semester, and no decision has been 
made regarding the Army Enlist-
ed Reserve Corps as yet." 
While at St. Louis university, 
Father Gibbons saw the Rev. J. 
A. Herbers, S. J., former Presi-
dent of Regis College, who now 
holds the position of minister of 
Loyola university in Chicago. 
The dean also reports that the 
trains were crowded, but that he 
did not have any difficulty getting 
his return-trip ticket. 
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Student Opini_on Split on ·Post-War ·IssUes 
+------------------------+ 
Poll Indicates Majority of Men Junior -Senior Prom 
Protest Ma~imum Salary Limitation SuccesS-McGregor 
That the paths of opinion of Regis College students con-
cerning post-war problems run in no decisive line was indicated 
in the results of a poll conducted by THE BROWN AND GOLD 
last week. This was clearly shown when one of the questions 
dealing with the dispositon of American forces after the war 
was voted for and against by an equal number of men. The 
poll, the questions of which were+ 
put to fifty students picked at were the words of Bill Brennan, 
random, consisted of five ques- a sophomore, as he wrote in his 
tions. These dealt with matters choice. Although this inquiry was 
which will be brought to bear on answered for the most part by 
America of the future. sheer guessing, it is apparent that 
WOMEN WORKERS 
(1) Do you think the present 
employment of women in war 
industries should be curtailed to 
preserve the sancity of the home 
and family? 
The poll showed that 54% of 
those asked favored some sort of 
curtailment in the employment of 
women in direct war plants. Fa-
voring the curtailment Leonard 
Seeman, senior student, council 
member, said, ''The home and 
family are the keystone of the 
nation. Weaken the arch, the 
keystone, and the collapse of the 
bridge, the nation, is inevitable." 
Opposing any diminishing of wo-
men in vital industries, Bob Han-
sen remarked, "The sancity has 
not suffered in this short period 
and the women's work has bene-
fitted the war effort tremendous-
ly." 
SALARY LAW 
(2) Do you believe a $25,000 
maximum law on salaries should 
be enforced after the present 
conflict? 
the ideas were extremely varied-
a certain sign that Americans are 
still as tree thinking as ever. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 
( 4) In the event that inter-
collegiate sports are dropped for 
the duration, do you think that 
intercollegiate competition after 
the war will reach the high 
level of past years? 
This query left little doubt that 
thfs war will affect sports. An 
overwhelming 78% think that in-
tercollegiate competition will reach 
the level of the past years. Phil 
Callen ventured to predict the 
post-war era "to surpass anything 
that the twenties ever dreamed 
of." Bill Newland and Vince 
Domenico, on the other hand, be-
lieved that "true rivalry will be 
lost and the standard of ball play-
ing will be lower than youths of 
today can picture." Many were 
of the opinion that service in the 
armed forces would make count-
less potential Ruths, Tunneys, and 
Granges. 
(5) Do you approve of the polic-
ing of the world by American 
forces during the reconstruction 
period following the war?" 
Twenty-five men answered with 
a positive nod, and a like number 
with a negative glance. This is 
indeed unusual that each side of 
The Regis College junior-senior 
prom was held at Eddie Ott's 
Broadmoor on the evening of No-
vember 24. The music of Matt 
Kramer and his orchestra played 
for the gay throng of students 
and their guests. 
According to J. Donald Mc-
Gregor, the prom was very suc-
cessful from a financial stand-
point. McGregor said he wished 
to express the thanks of the Jun-
ior class to all who helped to 
make the prom a success. 
Representatives of the Regis 
College Parent's club at the prom 
included: Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Gon-
zales, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Win-
ters, and Mr. and Mrs. E. A. 
Faulhaber. The faculty was repre-
sented by the Rev. Joseph P. Don-
nelly, S.J., and the Rev. Louis T. 
Keenoy, S.J. 
War Gas 2300 Years 
Old States Chem Head 
"The first recorded hjstory of 
the use of gas in warfare was 
during the siege of the Athenian 
cities of Platea and Vellum in 
424 B.C.," stated the Rev. Louis 
T. Keenoy, S.J., head of the Regis 
chemistry department, in an ad-
dress delivered to the members of 
the Regis College Parents asso-
ciation on Wednesday evening, De-
cember 9, at eight o'clock in the 
Regis Library. The address was 
entitled, "The Fact and Fiction of 
War Gasses." To this, 70% of the pupils came 
through with emphatic negatives. 
Joe Ryan, a sophomore, was 
quoted as saying, "Why, such a 
law would cut down the incentive 
to raise profits." Some arguments 
were presented by those desiring 
such a law. Don Vogel, from 
Texas offered this, "Too many 
people are making too much 
money- cut it down for these big 
shots." 
The ·most important of the 
gasses used · in warfare, according 
to Father Keenoy, are chlorine, 
mustard gas, Lewisite, Adamsite, 
and phosgene. · The claim is also 
made that an early material for 
the interrogation should have a chemical warfare, "greek fire", in-
similar numb e r of supporters. vented by a Syrian named Callini-
Judging from the remarks of stu- cus, saved for one thousand years 
dents not among those giving the Byzantine Empire from domi-
their opini~ns on the subject, it 
PRESSURE GROUPS 
(3) In post-war America which 
of these pressure groups do you 
think will be the strongest: a,...-
capital, b--labor, c-military? 
The pressure group which will 
be the strongest in America after 
the present conflict shall have to 
battle to gain supremacy if the 
fifty men interviewed have any 
voice in the matter. 40% of the 
half-hundred are of the opinion 
that a militaristic group will be 
in dominance, while 30% think 
that the power will be labor, and 
30% capital. Favoring military, 
Jim Sunderland, anotner fresh-
man, stated, "The masses return-
ing from foreign fields will be 
stronger than we are able to 
imagine now. Military men will 
take all sorts of positions in this 
country that are now held by older 
men. An · example· of this even 
now is the Congress." In putting 
down labor on his chart, Joe 
Castor commented, "Either labor 
or military will be strongest, but 
with the present setup, I am 
forced to chose labor for a num-
ber of reason-that fives it the 
edge." 
"Money speaks now. After the 
war it will yell-Capital." Those 
. nation by its enemies. 
would not be anymore unusual If A popular but authentic story of 
a similar 50-50 vote would have rf ited by Father 
resulted had the entire student · gas wa are was c , 
Keenoy fro,_m K e n d a 11 s book, body been questioned. 
Jim McCoy in signing his "no" 
declared, "I do not feel it is the 
duty of the American people to 
support troops in foreign places 
except during war." Peter Albi 
asserted that he would approve 
of such a plan, "If it would aid 
in the rehabilitation of this world," 
The. last man to be approached 
on this topic, Phil Davis, had this 
to say: " ... this will alleviate 
the condition caused by the re-
turn of the millions of soldiers 
to civilian life following the sign-
ing of the armistice, and will help 
to insure that for what we are 
now fighting to attain." 
The Brown and Gold at present 
plans polls similar to the present 
one for the second semester with 
the hope that interest in the 
things which shall effect students 
will make them more attentive to 
future problems. 
LONGERO 
BOILER & SHEET IRON 
WORKS 
KE. 7903 
3410 Brighton Blvd. 
"Breathe Freely". In this book 
Kendall refutes from scientific 
data the sen~ational writings of 
H. G. Wells and a host of imagina-
tive writers who predict dire ef-
fects and sudden death for the 
teeming populations of the capital 
(Continued on Page 8) 
BOWL AT 
COLFAX LANES 
12 Ultra Modern 
Bowling Lanes 
Fred Gushurst MA. 9844 
s~~E W~Y• 
Low Prices - ... • 
Make Pennie~/ \\ 
Go Farther 1. ,\ 
~ 
Loomis Ayres. Explains Cracking 
Of Petroleum to Chemistry Club 
The petroleum "cracking" pro-
cess by which gasoline is produced 
was explained to the Chemistry 
club last Wednesday, Dec. 9, by 
Loomis Ayres, senior and chemis-
try major. 
According to Ayres, the fact 
that petroleum would undergo de-
composition on heating was first 
discovered by a chemist named 
Sillman in 1855. It was not until 
1871 that Sillman published his 
observations on the cracking of 
petroleum, and not until 1910 was 
it first put to commercial applica-
tion. 
Cracking is a phenomenon by 
which large oil molecules are de-
composed upon being heated to 
very high temper at u res into 
smaller molecules of a lower boil-
ing point, while at the same time 
certain of these molecules com-
bine with each other to give even 
larger molecules than the original 
stock. The stabler molecules leave 
the sysetem as cracked gasoline, 
while the more reactive ones com-
bine as tar and even coke. 
The rate at which cracking 
takes place is determined chiefly 
by three factors: the temperature, 
the time, and the character of 
the cracking stock. The yield in 
a given length of time increases 
rapidly with the temperature; the 
yield for a fixed temperature in-
creases with the time up to a 
certain point, and then it de-
creases; the yield for a given 
length of time is greater for 
heavier stocks. In general, the 
longer the length of time, the 
greater the yield; if the time is 
too long, however, the yield de-
creases. 
Ayres stated that since 1938 
there has developed a new type of 
cracking process, that of the cata-
lytic cracking process, the most 
important of which is the Houdry 
process. In this process the oil 
is vaporized and passed over the 
surface of a catalyst, usually the 
oxide of some metal. This new 
process has made it possible to 
produce fuels of a higher octane 
rating than had formerly been 
produced. The older method yields 
between seventy and seventy-five 
percent gasoline with an average 
octane r a t i h g of seventy-two, 
while this newer process gives an 
eighty-five percent yield and gaso-
line of an overage octane rating 
of eighty-one. This, however, can 
easily be made higher, and many 
of our new aviation gasolines are 
entirely dependent on this process. 
At the next meeting, wliich will 
be held on the second Wednesday 
after classes are resumed in Jan-
uary, Henry Becker will deliver 
a paper on the poison gases used 
in war. 
"SNAPSHOTS" 
the fall and winter sport of 
millions. 
Photograph your favorite foot-
ball players in natural colors. 
Your Kodak film can be de-
veloped only once-For quality 
developing, printing _and ~n­
larging leave your film w1th 
Haanstad's. 
Your film is handled only by 
experienced technicians. 
HAANSTAD~ CAMERA 
& GIFT SHOP 
404-408 16th St. DENVER 
TDEMAYUO. 
• 
For Your Leisure Hours 
$4 
L. B. Evans opera slipper of genuine kid, warm flannel 
lined; genuine leather sole. In Wine, Black, or Brown. 
$4.50 
Daniel Green Comfys-soft sole padded opera style, 
wool flannel lined. In Wine, Blue, Brown, Black. 
The May Co. Second Floor 
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Rangers Shoulder Arms 
By FATHER CONWAY 
WRITE A REGIS SERVICEMAN FOR CHRISTMAS!! And th~re are ple~ty of them to whom you can write. Latest to go 1s Joe Stem, student-body president in 1940-41. Joe 
leaves a wife and three-month-old son to await his safe return. 
Lieutenant Don Latta of the Marine Corps passed 
through Denver on his way West. Don has garnered a 
chestful of medals during his training period in the famous 
Marine camps at Quantico, Va., New River, N. c., and 
Parris Island, S. C. Don has high hopes of obtaining a 
captaincy in the near future. 
Mark Felling, Jr., went into the Air Force Technical Training 
Command a month ago and has already jumped from Denver to 
Miami and back to Denver, where he is now studying at Lowry 
Field. Mark had seen all of the U. S. except the Southeast as a 
civilian, so his · little jaunt filled out his picture of the U. S. for 
him. 
Ensign Charles Byrne made the headlines recently on 
his return from Africa, where he led several waves of assault 
boats in the taking of Fedala. Likewise on furlough after 
taking part in the same campaign is Lieut. Jack Furstenberg, 
navy flier. Both spent an adventure-packed month in the 
greatest single operation in U. ~· war-history. 
Joe Sunderland is in officer training at Miami Beach. 
_A fine letter from Leo Kelleher at the Naval Air School 
at Corpus Christi gives news of the Regis colony there. 
After a slow start, Shelley Pittman is going great guns. 
Jack Scherer has one of the best records ever made at the 
school. He seems to be a flying natural. Joe Simms has 
shown the most improvement of any of the Regis men. Bob 
Hoppe continues on his nonchalant way, having no trouble 
at all. Leo himself has transferred to the air arm of the 
Marine Corps. He hopes to get into the P boats, whatever 
they are. - -
Moyer Quaintance has been moving around a bit. His address 
is now Av. Cadet M. G. Quaintance, 11-a 1-2, N.R.A.E., Oakland 
Airport Outlaying Field, Oakland, California. 
My first Christmas card came from Hawaii. John Lang-
don and-you wouldn't gness--Joe Borniger pooled resources 
to send it on its way. That was the first news in a year 
of that famed international figure, Herr Borniger. You can 
write- John and Joe in care of the San Francisco Postmaster, 
A. P. 0. No. 25. 
Sgt. Harold Starbuck is grateful for all the prayers being said 
by Regis students for their fellows under arms. He is up at Pine 
Camp, N. Y., near the Canadian border, working as staff sergeant 
in charge of a Pioneer and Ammunition platoon. The sergeant ex-
pressed amazement that his old buddies, Ashen, Boggio, Hencmann 
and Becker are graduating, and opines that there ought to be a 
law against it. Also wants the address of Honest Buck Burke. 
Last we heard Buck was keeping the Marines amused. Starbuck's 
address, in case you want to write, is Hd. Co. 3rd Bn., 157 Inf., 
A. P. 0. No. 45, Pine Camp, N. Y. 
Add Lieut. J. Fred Doyle to the growing list of Regis 
benedicta. Fred married Miss Rita Marie Gushurst of Lead, 
S. D., in Hondo, Texas, where he got his wings as a navi-
gator. The couple will .receive your congratulations at 320 
E. Dewey St., San Antonio, Texas. Fred will continue on 
duty at the Hondo navigation field as an instructor. 
Mike Sferra passed ·through the Fort Logan induction center 
recently and we await news of his assignment. 
Bill Corning is with the Marines somewhere south of 
the equator, "where the natives are black". Write him in-
care of the San Francisco Postmaster, U.S.M.C. Unit No. 
845. 
Martin (the Count) Kuretich is in the Army: Air Force out 
at Santa Monica, California. When he finishes his course at Bur-
bank, he will be nurse to the speedy Lockheed P 38's. His swank 
address is 10-47-A, Lockheed Detachment, Edgewater Hotel, Santa 
Monica, Cal. 
Lieutenant John V. Marshall is now at Camp Helen, 
Texas. 
Lieutenant Frank Abegg of the Marine Air Corps visited the 
campus recently. He left to learn transport flying at the Amerfcan 
Air Lines field in Fort Worth, Texas. Frank will soon be carrying 
parachutists where they can do the most good. His brother, Chenia, 
is somewhere outside the U. S.-address Hdq. Detach., 2nd Bn., 201st 
Infantry, A.P.O. 937, c/o Postmaster, Seattle, ~ash. 
E. D. O'Connor, according to a letter received by Brother 
Stanley, is now in the First Platoon, 17th General Hospital, 
Camp McCoy, Wis. 
Norbert J. Hynes, '27, and Hugh McDonald of North Platte 
_ we.re both inducted at Fort Logan recently. 
Gerard J. Bisant is now somewhere overseas. 
This may be old news-but Midshipman Phil J. Connealy is in 
the U. S. N. R. Midshipman's School, Columbia University, John Hall, 
Room 323, New York, N. Y. 
And rve said this before, but let me repeat as earnestly 
as I can-Regis servicemen want to hear from you. Look up 
their addresses in the back B and G's, or ask me about 
them. Get their addresses somehow and • • • 
WRITE A REGIS SERVICEMAN FOR CHRISTMAS! ! 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
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Senior 
Sketch • 
By JAMES HOARE 
• 
John Flanagan, the senior of 
the week, is a graduate of Holy 
Family High school who came to 
Regis College in '39. Since then 
he has become an outstanding 
personage in the student activi-
ties. 
John is the president of the 
executive board of the student 
council. In his sophomore year 
he was elected president of his 
class. 
POETRY AWARD 
During past years he was a 
member of the Coffee Club, which 
has since changed its name to 
Theta Alpha Delta. As a mem-
ber of this club, he displayed his 
fine ability as a poet and short 
story writer. Two years ago, 
Flanagan won the Anne R. Creen 
memorial award which is given 
for the best poem submitted dur-
ing the year. At the present time 
he is a member of the Sodality. 
Not only being a conscientious 
student but also a follower of 
sports, John has become very 
active in ·the Junior Parochial 
league. He is the coach for St. 
Vincent's Orphanage and has been 
active in intramural sports here 
at Regis. 
ENGLISH MAJOR 
Flanagan is an English major 
who is taking almost enough 
science courses to be considered 
a science student. He plans to 
graduate in May. Late last spring 
John enlisted in a navy reserve, 
the V-7. 
John is the quiet type who 
knows much more than is credit-
ed to him. He never has a lack 
of friends for the simple reason 
he never tries to make enemies. 
By means of his fine disposition 
and his strength of character, he 
is sure to be a success in later 
life. 
1'"~'11 
't1olloltol1ol1ol1ofloltoltollollollol1olloflollolloltollolloHoflol1oltolloflolloll,.. 
Dear Editor: 
Just a word of praise to a man 
whom many of us feel has done 
more for Regis than any of his 
predecessors. "Sarge" MacKenzie, 
certainly an outstanding character, 
each year confronted with great 
difficulties, climaxed. his three-
year coaching assignment by field-
ing a 1942 team that more than 
held its own on the toughest 
schedule every attempted by any 
Regis team in all its history. At 
the beginning of the 1942 season, 
with the call to the armed services 
already having depleting the Ran-
ger "short-handed brigade", Uie 
outlook was most discouraging, 
but somehow by shifting ends to 
tackles, guards to backs, etc., 
Sarge dipped -into his "magic" hat 
and pulled out an aggregation that 
made every Joyal Regis booster 
proud of his team. 
So I say, hats off to - "'Sarge" 
Mackenzie, one of the real strate-
gists in the football game. 
-Just a Spectator. 
Theta Alpha Delta 
Visits Art Gallery 
Theta Alpha Delta, including 
prospective members invited to 
join this literary -club, was given 
a special tour through the exhi-
bition of Old Master's paintings 
on display at the Denver Art 
Museum, Friday evening, Dec. 4, 
before the regular meeting of the 
club. The tour was made at the 
invitation of Mr. Fred J. Bartlett, 
curator of fine arts for the mu-
seum. Mr. Bartlett, who showed 
the club members through the 
Museum, commented on the group 
which includes the originals of 
Watteau, Fragonard, Cezanne, 
and other French masters, and 
paintings by the great Spanish 
religious painter El Greco. 
Page Three 
I the period of the French Revolu-
tion. He also discussed the nine-
teenth c e n t u r y impressionistic 
school and the importance of 
Cezanne. 
REFRESHMENTS· FOLLOW 
Following the tour the club 
members met at the home of 
James Gleason for refreshments, 
with the new members as guests. 
George Ashen, who was elected 
president of Theta Alpha Delta 
at the beginning of the year, gave 
a farewell address. Ashen grad-
uates in January. John Yelenick 
is _ secretary-treasurer of the or-
ganization. 
Coach MacKenzie Will 
Train Future Admirals 
OLD MASTERS Coach Robert MacKenzie has 
The group of old masters, which been appointed the physical train-
is roughly estimated to be worth ing instructor for those students 
one million dollars, is representa- who are enlisted in the Navy V-1 
tive, Mr. Bartlett explained, of and V-7 programs here at Regis. 
the great efforts of the artistic Besides requiring an academic 
movements up to the modern ·program of those included in these 
period of painting. Mr. Bartlett reserves, the navy also demands 
outlined the course of the_ move- that its reserve students be en-
ments, from the rigid classicism rolled in a special physical train-
of the seventeenth century ing class that keeps them physi-
through the romantic reaction of cally fit while they are still in 
TUNE IN 
THE 
Sacred Heart Program 
"The Voice of the Apostleship of 
Prayer." The only Catholic DAII"-Y 
program on the air. 
K M Y R 1340 on the dial 
Monday through Saturday 
7:15 A. M. 
school. 
THREE-FOLD SYSTEM 
The students who are in this 
physical training class are sub-
jected to a three-fold system of 
exercises, says Coach MacKenzie. 
His arrangement consists of calis-
thenics, some form of competitive 
game, and the running of an ob-
stacle course. The calisthenics are 
the usual type that all the stu-
dents were required to undergo 
last year, consisting of breathing, 
limbering up, and all-around mus-
cle developing exercises. Touch or 
kick football are at present played 
by the reserves for the competitive 
sport. The obstacle course serves 
a two-fold purpose. It is account-
ed to develop endurance and 
stamina, besides making for quick 
and clear thinking. 
LaTansea 
Simulated 
Pearls 
Triple 
Strand 4.95* 
Single Strand--.-~.95* 
Double Strand-.3.95* 
*Plus Federal Tax 
Pearl are universally hailed 
as the "gift ideal" for they 
are always in good taste, 
never go "out of fashion." 
These lovely, superior qual-
ity necklaces are so irides-
cent they are hard to dis-
tinguish from real pearls! 
Their sheer beauty and sim-
plicity are destined to flatter 
her, bring man y compli-
ments. S k e t c h e d , triple 
strand with sparkling rhine-
stone clasp. 
Costume Jewelry-Street Floor 
For 
the Best in 
Everyday Necessities 
DOYLE'S PHARMACY For Your Favorite 
Fountain Drinks 17th & Grant "THE PARTICULAR DRUGGIST" KE. 5987 
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EDITORIALS (( (( Movies and Mosie » » 
The hearty spirit of 
Christmas w i 11 be 
Several weeks ago 
we read the letter 
By LOOMIS AYRES 
A 
Shining 
Light 
dimmed somewhat 
this y e a r by the 
war. A great many 
people who have in 
the past been sub-
merged in the com-
mercial and adver-
tised spirit of Yule-
tide will discover to their great dismay 
that their wants and desires as to presents 
will be denied due to priorities and war-
time restrictions. What a terrific shame 
that some _ of these people will have to 
sacrifice a little of the selfish satisfaction 
_gained from outdoing someone else in the 
field of present giving. 
Perhaps it will be a beneficial 
change in the attitude of the Ameri-
can people when they are forced to 
substitute hospitality for mercenary 
present giving, and better acquaintance 
with their families and friends for the 
customary patronizing of the current 
leader of the smart set. 
Perhaps ' a,nother 'beneficial change in 
the Christmas spirit this year will be the 
necessity of giving less expensive, but yet 
sincere, presents. Many will no doubt find 
it most practical to give war bonds and 
s ta mps for gifts. Many others will f ind 
that practical apparel gifts will be re-
ceived with more enthusiasm than in past 
yea rs. 
The initial and fundamental idea 
of the season may be suddenly re-
discovered. Christmas is essentially 
the commemoration of the birth of the 
Son of God. It recalls to us the Light 
that broke upon the earth in an age 
of pagan sensuality to show the way 
to morality, faith and charity. In this 
present world of darkness we could do 
no better than to look to that Light on 
Christmas morning. - Let us bring gifts 
to Him as the Magi brought them;' let 
us honor Him to the fullest extent of 
our being. 
Navy-Man 
and 
Catholicism 
of Commander John 
Shea of the "Wasp" 
to J:.!is son, in the 
Catholic as well as 
the secular press. 
Just before his gal-
lant death he pen-
ned t h e document 
which well could be the will and testa-
ment of a Christian gentleman. Certainly 
i.t has taken its place in the Americana of 
war-time literature. With a prescience of 
death, Commander Shea concluded. 
"If I don't get baek you will have 
to be mother's protector because you 
are the only one she has. 
"You must grow up to take D\Y 
place as well as your own, in her life 
and heart. Be a good boy and grow up 
to be a good young man . • . Be a 
good ·catholic and you can't help being 
a good American." 
Naturally the letter swept the country, 
that is, most of it. The sentiments of one 
of the outsanding heroes of he war was 
good copy for newspapers. But what hap-
,pened to the phrase "Be a good Catholic 
and you can't help being a good Ameri-
can?" 
Some papers carried .it; others didn't. 
Evidently some city editors considered the 
phrase untactful or perhaps too prwoca-
tive for a super-sensitive public. 
The omission was unfortunate. If a.ll 
the public palaver from newspapermen 
about the place of religion in this struggle 
means anything, the statement should have 
been emphasi,zed. It is not a theological 
issue; simply an axiom that a true Cath-
olic must necessarily be a good patriot. 
If the great document of Comman-
der Shea was worth quoting, it was 
worth quoting in full. His daring in 
the face of death is the finest proof 
of the principles he so beautifully 
enunciated in his famous letter. 
SPY PICTURES turned out ih droves continue to come from the tread-mills of Hollywood. Every now and 
then one comes along which has certain 
merit. This week's contribution to the 
field of better motion pictures is "Casa-
blanca." Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid 
Bergman ,wander through the streets and 
cafes of this French Moroccan town find-
ing Axis agents under the· tables, under 
the bed, behind corners, in f!!-Ct every place 
in which there is a foot of film to hide in. 
In spite of the excess of foreign agents, 
this is much .better than the average run 
of film footage which is wasted making 
dozens upon dozens of spy pictures to tag 
at the end of a major picture, so as to 
give a theatre enough material to produce 
a three-and-a-half-hour show. Humphrey 
Bogart excells in this type of characteriza-
tion, and Ingrid Bergman as always ranks 
among our favorite actresses. This pic-
ture, incidentally, was flown to Casablanca 
where it was first shown to the soldiers 
occupying that city. We doubt if the city 
has half the attractions that the producers 
tossed into this fairly entertaining venture. 
TONDELEYO AND LAMARR 
The picture "White Cargo" always 
seems to be turning up. This time 
Hedy Lamarr has the part of the 
heroine Tondeleyo. Miss Lamarr is 
photographed as usual, but the picture 
is a swell way to obtain a migrain 
headache. -
DISNEY AND DER FUEHRER 
In spite of the lavish expenditures and 
waste of talent that Hollywood has thrown 
into its efforts to produce war pictures 
and war satires, it remains for Walt Dis-
ney, with that most intriguing of all Holly-
wood characters, Donald Dock, to actually 
hit the mythical jack-pot. This short-reel 
subject, originally entitled "In Nutziland," 
but changed to "Der Fuehrer's Face" out 
of consideration to the short's exclusively 
popular tune of same name, is by far the 
STUDENT 
~OUNSELINGS 
By LOOMIS AYRES By FATHER STACKHOUSE 
THE DOCTORS MAYO 
Helen Clapesattle, Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press. $3.71?. 
FROM the small town of Rochester, Minn., came forth two of the most remarkable surgeons of our time. 
Their story in itself is almost ~e story 
of American surgery. The Drs. William 
and Charles Mayo revolutionized the con-
ception of surgery. And in the building 
of the Mayo clinic, th~y have given to th~ 
world one of the most unique and out-
standing medical centres of all time. 
AUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY 
This book is the only authorized 
biography of the Mayos, and it is a 
fitting tribute to their great skill that 
it should be the work of one of the 
members of the university and pub-
lished by the university which the 
Mayo clinic has helped to become one 
of the foremost medical schools in the 
country. Miss Helen Clapesattl~ in 
"The Doctors Mayo" has written a 
conscientious and detailed study of the 
lives of these men. Starting with their 
father, Dr. William W. Mayo, she 
traces his life from his coming to the 
United States in 1845 up until his 
practice was completely taken over by 
his sons. 
PASTEUR, LISTER, SURGERY 
In commenting on the Drs. Mayo, she 
emphasizes the fact that these two men 
were fortunate in coming at the crest of 
surgery which was made possible by the 
work started by Pasteur and Lister. Also 
they had the benefit of the tradition of 
the old school of medicine of which their 
father was a fine example.. At the begin-
ning of their career they had been gen-
eral practitioners. Their chief interest, 
however, was in the field of surgery and 
they began to attract more and more 
patients in this field. Their practice was 
further enhanced when the Sisters of St. 
Francis built a hospital in Rochester. The 
One thing made evident during this 
semester is the fact that, for most of you, 
religion holds the first place in your lives. 
You have been developing habits which 
will bring you safely through the coming 
years, no matter how precarious those 
years may be. Your sense of values' has 
grown more and more exact. Because you 
have placed your welfare in the hands of 
Christ, you are buoyed up by a vigorous 
hope, even in these dismal times; and you 
!tack otft hotspditals in t~ed surroundint·g ctount- have found the secret of that peace which 
ry a rae e more an more pa 1en s o 
them. And they studied constantly in theil\ no man can take from .you. 
field, taking courses in various ' clinics You are to be congratulated~ on the 
throughout the country, and observing the generosity In contributing to the Fri-
best surgeons of that day. day collection. Apart from the spe<;iai 
collection for the relief of the stricken 
mission in Belize, sixty dollars from 
these Friday collections have already 
been sent to aid in this worthy cause. 
NATIONAL REPUTATION 
By 1905 they bad progressed to a 
point to where their reputation was 
national. Up to the time of their re-
tirement in 1928, their contributions 
to the field of surgery were many and 
of vast importance. The founding of 
the May(j Clinic- took place in the 
early part of the century, and the 
clinic has grown continuously in serv-
ice to the field of medicine and to the 
sick of the nation, 
Seldom if ever have doctors won the 
reputation which the Mayo brothers en-
joyed. Seldom if ever have two men per-
formed such service to the growth of their 
profession. They were a fundamental fac-
tor in the growth of medicine, and in the 
Mayo clinic they have left a perpetual 
memorial to their abilities. 
Naturally, at this time, your thoughts 
have turned to Christmas. Despite the 
war, that feast should be a joyous one for 
you. It will be, if you plan to celebrate 
it aright. Christmas means CHRIST and 
the MASS. Ta~e them away and only a 
crazy, pagan holiday remains. Christmas 
means Christ's birthday. 
Can you think of anything more 
foolish than excluding a person from 
his own birthday celebration? Only 
by receiving Christ in the intimacy 
of Holy Communion can anyone learn 
the true D\Canlng of my wish to each 
of you-
MERRY CHRISTMAS. 
best and most amusing satire yet to come 
out of the Southern California sacred halls. 
Even the alarm clock raises its hand in the 
familiar Nazi salute, and one of the scenes 
in which the venerable Donald Duck re-
moves his one real coffee bean from a safe 
in order to flavor his ersatz coffee is 
among the cleverest bits of satirical car-
tooning Mr. Disney has ever done, even 
if it is beginning to strike close to home. 
DISNEY AND JOSE CARIOcA 
Since we are on the subject of Mr. 
Disney, it is perhaps well· to mention 
his series of four cartoons done on 
South America. These have already 
been released to South America au-
diences where, unlike most of our 
good-neighbor picture efforts, accord-
ing to reports, they are actually fasci-
nating Latin audiences. In this series 
Mr. Disney seems to have added an-
other of his inimatable characters, the 
Brazilian parrot Jose Carioca, who so 
far has made his debut to American 
audiences only through the field of 
the comic strips. Shortly, however, 
this production will be released in the 
United States. 
"I LOST MY SUGAR . • . " 
Among the records recently released, 
there is one for some obscure reason, per-
haps it may .be our approaching insanity, 
which we like excessively well. This is 
Johnny Mercer's .recording of "I Lost My 
·Sugar in Salt Lake City." Jdhnny Mercer 
who does the vocal, fortunately makes no 
attempt to do what might be called sing-
ing, but his treatment of this shoddy blues 
number is original and in our esteemed 
opinion highly enjoyable. 
SHORE AND THORNHILL 
For those who love Dinah Shore, 
and we are not among them, the lady 
has come forth with a recording of the 
"Manhatten Serenade." We still main-
tain that the best recordings of this 
swing stand-by are the orchestral ar-
rangements. Why wreck the "Manhat-
tan Serenade" by a fifth-rate vocal, 
even though Miss Shore does better 
than that? 
Claude Thornhill, who recently left the 
practicing number of orchestra leaders and 
joined the navy, still left ·behind a few 
recordings. His recording of "I'm Getting 
Tired So I Can Sleep" has just been re-
leased, and while not up to some of his 
earlier releases, still has enough of his 
!jltyle of piano ,playing to make it one of 
the more prominent bidders for best-selling 
popularity. 
....... ,~.,.,...~ .......... ........ .......... 
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ITONA LAMENTS WAR .RATIONING 
!'1"""""·············· .................................... : Big Time Operator Faces 
1
1FRESHMAN FOIBLES I Problems of Necessities 
~ By PSYCHE ROMSTEAD ~ . By FRED ITONA 
I ; 
............................................................. , Since gas rationing became effective some .drastic changes 
have taken place in the life of the average Big Time Operator 
No longer can he careen madly into a filling station and de 
mand a full tank. Alas, government restriction has thrown a 
wrench into the proverbial wheel. Now the 20th Century 
"Yoot" is forced against his will to board the ancient but 
noble "yellow chariots." +---------------
GOhl 
l942 
'tllr~~:~~~ 
F=FROWNAND""SCOLD~=:~=]J 
............................................................................................................................ 
BEFORE this brief pause for Santa Claus, and trying to be original, we shall set down a few yuletide bits of verse and some worth-while gifts from Jolly old Nick to gladden the hearts of the lads. 
First for some verse: 
'Twas the nite before Christmas 
And all thru the flat 
The radiators were going a-rat-tat-tat-tat 
In flew a dead duck 
Covered with mossy mildew. 
(You may cancel your subscription 
Jingle bells, Jingle bells. 
Jingle all the way. 
Oh what fun it is to ride 
When your card isn't an "A." 
(Should we go on?) 
Do you want some flotsam? 
I got some. 
Do you 'want some jetsam? 
I can get some: 
anytime.) 
Dear Santa: 
The other night as I sat in my 
howdah and knitted a pair of 
angora bed socks in anticipation 
of a cold winter, I had quite a 
few varied thoughts on one sub-
ject or another. This process had 
gone on but a few moments when 
I decided to separate the chaff 
from the wheat and do some seri-
ous thinking a b o u t Christmas 
presents, and here are the fruits 
of my exhausting search. 
... PLEASE SANTA 
For Don Vogel get the som-
brero with the largest head size 
possible. Louie Schmitt lost 
some of his blocks so a repeat 
order w o u I d be appreciated. 
Since Ed McNulty is leaving, 
Joe Essay wants a set of zombie 
marbles for himself. Ed Gar-
land wants a new telephone 
book, but please leave out num-
bers of stores and lawyers and 
·garages and doctors; you know, 
just the bare essentials. Dick 
Brown wants a pair of duellng 
pistols ·to settle the dispute with 
Carl Manteno over whom is to 
have Jody. McCoy wants in-
spiration. An inspiration is that 
which makes a man happy. 
For Gil Castellan, a bottle of 
linament to loosen up with. AI 
O'Rourke, Red Nose Zindler, 
and Bob Germain want a 'little 
brown jug' . of Christmas cheer. 
I think a can of white paint 
Is in order for Zorro Blubaugh. 
.. NICK OLD NICK 
Guy Reed doesn't say much, 
but we knew he has his heart set 
on a public address system and 
a magnifying mirror. Phil An-
tonelli wants a new doll named 
Elly. For Jim Clifford a present 
for his one and only (Kate). 
Honest, Santa, Hercules McLen-
nan and Sandow Singer really 
deserve a copy of Charley Atlas' 
Dynamic Tension." Could you 
possibly sneak Sheilah out of the 
Naturally, his regular schedule invigorating cup of coffee in thet 
morning. Fill a large coffee po 
of activity is more than cut in 
half. No more casual trips down with water and bring to a boilt. 
to the pool hall to see how the 
"boys" are making out. No more 
carefree journeys into the moun-
tains, or joyrides in the country 
with the one and only (which 
one ? ) . In other words the "Y oot" 
is a "shot cookie." While he is 
casually working on a guy with 
a "C" card, time is wasting and 
Dolly is getting cross crosstown. 
The only thing he can do BTO-ish 
would be to send flowers. But, 
unfaceable as the fact may be, 
he hasn't got enough money to 
carry on thus. In final despera-
tion he takes a cab and pays the 
wretched fare. 
AFORETHOUGHT 
How much happier wpuld he be 
if he had preparations for just 
such an emergency. Few things 
so speedily fill a thirst tank as a 
well-buried vat under the garage, 
(which was once used during pro-
hibition) especially if it has a 
1,000-gallon capacity. Nor can 
one overlook the importance of 
the ordinary oil drum in these 
times. Another essential to 4-F 
maneuverings is four or five tires, 
carefully concealed in an attic 
mattress. 
BLACK MARKET BOYS 
Following the rationing of cof-
fee, our little local representative 
from the Black Market set in his 
supply of the Brazilian brew and 
got the word around that he was 
ready to deliver his private blend 
consisting of pulverized tulip bulbs 
at $5.00 a pound, or $Q.50 per 
bean for the real thing. 
EASY ERSATZ ESCAPE 
Then take that can of coffee tha 
you have been hoarding, and with 
it still unopened-lower it with a 
rope into the turbulent water for 
two seconds. At first the results 
may seem rather weak; but you 
will find that it has a phychologi-
cal effect on you, and can be used 
indefinitely until you lose all de-
sire for coffee and die of internal 
drowning. 
TEA TREMENS 
Another method that is highly 
recommended by the BIK's is that 
of placing a number of tea bags 
in a number of cups of hot water. 
This ,usually results in a disgust-
ing brew known as "tea." Of 
course this doesn't taste anything 
like coffee and you will probably 
become violently ill from the taste 
of the stuff, but what do you 
expect? This is war. 
LUSCIOUS LIQUID 
A liquid that· is guaranteed to 
give you the same lift that your 
coffee formerly gave you is des-
cribed in the latest BTO bulletin. 
You sweeten thirty · gallons of 
gasoline with fifty pounds of 
sugar. Of course the only way to 
get these essential materials is by 
dishonest methods, and you will 
probably be severely punished for 
possessing them. So why not just 
steal the real thing in the first 
place and take your chances? 
HAPLESS HOARDER 
(Is that familiar?) house one night a week later than 
To dear, sweet, kind Editor Hank Becker, we give a midnight for Jim? The transpor-
litter of Idea Boys, with loads of funny sayings and lots tation problem is pretty serious 
of chappy snatter to fill up the pages of his beloved paper - so a week-end pass for Gloria 
... To Paul Brockwell we have told old Santa to leave him would be greatly appreciated by 
one of Glen Dobbs' old game jerseys that Paul may wear Mike Quinn. And as long as we 
when he happily munches a toasted peanut-butter sandwich are on the transportation ques-
But for the lad to whom the 
patronizing of the Black Market 
presents too much trouble or too 
much expense, there is always the 
time-honored and new methods 
for producing an ersatz brew. 
Here is one ' recipe for making an 
In later days when the war is 
over, the BTO's friends will say 
that "except for a slight bias 
toward dishonesty, which led him 
to hoard every essential item he 
_could get his hands on, his was 
an admirable character." He was 
the prohibition bootlegger who 
wore out his fertile mind trying 
to reconvert alcohol into sugar. 
He was the guy who scorned 
Roosevelt's and La Guardia's de-
(Continued on Page 8) 
sltting at Glen's feet and telling Glen how much he loves him. tion, would a one way ticket to 
To Martin Lascor the hope that he finds a life-size figure of long Milwaukee for Bob Hansen be 
lost Leon in his stocking early Xmas morning . . . Old Nick has asking too n;J.Uch? A joke book 
promised Frank Morriss a darling little Chinese doll if he promises is just the thing for Aldo Notori-
to be good . . . Harry Wilder will probably get his gift from Uncle anni. To Phil Dolan, the fresh-
Sam this year rather than Santa Claus. Both Santa and Sam are man idol, staunchest support of 
glad of the change, except one certain angel of mercy . . . To Tommy the 'Freshman class. One Boy 
Kelley, we have told Santa to leave a personal interview with Harvey Scout compass for John (Wrong-
James and a sympathetic audience to listen for a month of Tommy's Way) Gleason. 
marvelous experience . . . To Paul Dunn-an assignment to an air-
craft carrier ... To Faulhaber-a corset and a toupee ... To Fat AND FAR INTO THE NITE 
Freddie Fitzsimmons-Santa has promised to leave some terrible 
dire accident or disease that will keep him at the hospital all the 
time ... Santa has promised Mike Dire an important desk job at a 
certain important loan company, but he is afraid that he will not 
be able to accept in view of the important offer that he has had 
from another important man (Uncle Sam) ... Here is a special 
request list to Old Santa from some of the lads who have been 
very good all year: 
Lindsay Waters-To be Imbued with the Xmas spirit to 
the lachrymose stage. 
Phil Callen-Oh, so much! For a starter, how a""'ut just tons 
of ink and pictures in all the papers in the country, some yellow 
gloves, a wrist watch, lots of big connections; enough-Stop. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Slip a bulletin board into 
Italiano's stocking on which to 
publish his girl's telephone num-
ber. A system book to win with 
when La)lgsfeld mixes it with 
the Casino Boys. To Melillo, 
a wand. And for Tom Phelan a 
free tour through the ·Great 
White Way. Bill Sullivan has 
certainly earned a free course 
In self expression. To Leo Wal-
ton a couple of bags to punch. 
Mike Timmins. (Gabriel,' blow 
(Continued on Page 8) 
HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
To the Regis men in service and to the Regis men 
going to service. 
THE HOUSE OF FLANAGAN 
THE CASCADE LAUNDRY 
Wh~re Your Patronage is Appreciated 
u Denver's Most Progressive Laundry" 
Phone MAin 8052 1847-49 Market St. 
We use Soft Water - We call and deliver 
SWIGERT BROS., 
_Optometrists 
Devoted Exclusively to the Examining of Eyes and Fitting of 
Glasses. 
1550 CALIFORNIA ST. KE. 7651 
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RANGERS FETED AT ANNUAL BANQUET 
BRANDIGER, CALLEN MAKE HONOR SQUADS 
Callen Earns Mention 
On Little All-American 
Brandiger All-Catholic 
Joe Brandiger and Phil Callen, 
stars of this year's Regis team, 
have been notified that they have 
made honorable mention on an all-
Catholic team selected by the 
Southwest Courier. Callen has al-
so been notified that he has been 
appointed to honorable mention on 
the Associated Press Little All-
American team. 
Callen, junior from Milwaukee, 
has been a mainstay in the Regis 
line for the past three seasons. He 
called signals from the pivot posi-
tion and on the defense he was a 
stellar line-backer. His work is 
seldom noticed, but he does his job 
and he does it well. 
Joe Brandiger, the "Durango 
flash," was always playing his 
best. This year's opposition had a 
hard time stopping the Rangers 
when Joe was in there pitching 
passes and plunging powerfully 
over the opponents. 
The twc;> men, Callen and Bran-
diger, agree that their honors 
were largely the result of the fine 
play of their teammates. 
Callen is a member of the U. S. 
Army Reserve, the E.R.C., while 
Brandiger awaits call from the 
U. S. Army Air Corps. 
The Little All-America Poll is 
conducted through the Associated 
Press. Eligible voters were the 
sportswriter all over the country. 
Many schools obtaining positions 
in this poll are deserving of the 
COACH'S ORNER 
By SARGE MacKENZIE 
THE past season was one marked by some sensational play upon the part of Rang-
ers. During the course of the 
eight-game schedule; almost every 
Ranger took his turn in perform-
ing in a key role in one or more 
spectacular plays. In the Utah 
State game, Ed DeStefano turned 
in just about the prettiest job 
of kick-blocking seen in this 
region. A safety and two points 
for Regis resulted from his ef-
forts. Don Vogel completed a 
number of sensational catches-
one in particular was gathered in 
while Don was securely wedged 
between two Utah Staters. Tony 
Melphy's reception of Brandiger's 
pass in the first Navy game and 
his catch of the pay-off pass at 
the ·Springs against Army brought 
every spectator to his feet. New-
ton's interception of the Mines 
lateral and his breaking up the 
Greeley statue of liberty for a 
nineteen-yard loss at a critical 
moment established Frank as one 
"big time" rating, though most of of the most dangerous defensive 
them are small schools which have ends on the gridiron. 
better than the average football 
teams. Regis was among the 
smaller schools on this list. 
Boxing, Wrestling to 
Be Intramural Activity 
-Not Intercollegiate 
All intercollegiate boxing for 
the Rangers will be curtailed f~r 
the coming season, Coach Robert 
MacKenzie stated yesterday to a 
Brown and Gold reporter. But 
there may be a possibility of in-
tercollegiate wrestling, he added, 
although boxing will be limited to 
strictly an intramural basis. The 
inability of Colorado college and 
Wyoming university, Ranger op-
ponents for the past few years, to 
field a boxing team, the cancella-
tion of the Elks' tournament, and 
too much experience and competi-
tion from the service clubs have 
caused Coach MacKenzie to limit 
boxing to the campus. 
Coach MacKenzie sees good ma-
te;rial in Malcolm McClennan, 
Charles Coyle, Leo Walton, and 
John Singer; while Martin An-
drew, Lou Boggio, Joe Brandiger, 
Mike Dire and Joe Fellows, a semi-
finalist in the Elks' tournament 
last year, will be the returning 
veterans. The varsity wrestling 
team will consist of three very 
capable men, Don and Jack Mc-
Mahon, and Jerry Wolski. 
Big Joe Castor's uniformly ex-
cellent tackle play in all games 
was highlighted by his sterling 
goal-line work every time the 
Rangers were forced to dig in 
and hold inside of the five-the 
same is true of AI Miller's fine 
defensive play. Ed McNulty's feat 
of the season was the manner in 
which he forced Greeley to employ 
three blockers on him in order to 
neutralize his disorganizing effect 
upon their offense. 
Of Phil Callen's performance, it 
need only be said that it was suf-
ficiently spectacular to win him 
Little All-America honorable men-
tion and honorable mention on the 
Catholic All-American. Outstand-
ing, however, was the cool arid 
calculating strategy of Phil's sig-
nal calling-a strategy which now 
has given the Rangers scores in 
their last fourteen successive en-
counters. 
The McMahon brothers each 
came through with brilliant per-
formances, Don being particularly 
impressive at halfback in the 
Greeley game and Jack rising to 
the heights in the final Navy con-
test. Fiery George Cornali set 
some kind of precedent in that the 
Rangers did not score this season 
until George had entered the ball 
game. Several scores occurred 
within a very few minutes after 
he had entered. At least seventy 
percent of Ranger touchdowns 
came while Cornali was in there. 
(Continued on Page 7) 
GEORGE ASHEN, Sports Editor 
Cagf Practice Gets UnderWay; 
Vets, Novices Show Promise 
Ignoring the thought that it may at any minute be an-
nounced that Regis, along with other neighboring as well as 
distant colleges, will a bandon intercollegiate basketball, the 
Rangers are hard at work on their third week of practice. 
Coach Lou Kellogg was unable to work with the cagers until 
last vV ednesday, and because of this fact, they were being 
handled by no one. Though scrim-+---------------
mages 'are still short, it is evident 
that the Rangers have become 
acquainted with the fast-break 
used so successfully in the past 
by Kellogg. The "fire-truck bas-
ketball" almost completely de-
moralized the high school five in 
a practice session last evening. 
The Reds just couldn't put out the 
smoke. 
The squad will be cut just be-
fore the holidays, but already it 
is nearly certain who will get the 
twelve suits. Probably the most 
promising man to appear so far 
is fiery Bob Braunreiter. He is 
fast, tricky and dead-eye with his 
one-hand shots. Harry Brahm, 
Bob Hansen, and Jim Sunderland, 
all well over six feet, _have been 
looking well in the backcourt. 
Good forwards are a dime a 
dozen with Phil Antonelli, Joe 
Essay, Dick Burk, and Braunreiter 
leading the pack. Others who have 
shown definite quality but whose 
work prevents them from prac-
ticing until later are: Mel Martin, 
Ted Kemme, Tom Phelan, and the 
three vets, Frank Newton, Ed Mc-
Nulty, and Phil C a 11 en. Bill 
Schroll, a center, is back in suit 
after a sick spell. The dozen 
places will be divided among these 
me:ri, and unless more new players 
come out by this afternoon, they 
will comprise the traveling squad, 
if such an outfit is possible. 
From the looks of things, the 
scene of most, if not all, of the 
Ranger action will be right here in 
the hotbed of basketball-:-Denver. 
-From the indication of last week's 
scores, the three schools of Den-
ver and its vicinity-Denver Uni-
versity, Colorado Mines and Regis 
-will have to step to keep abreast 
IIMEET THE,, 
''RANGERS II 
By ''MAC" 
T, HE educated toe of Paul Brockwell came through in two important games to give 
the Rangers a victory over the 
Army Air Base team and a tie 
with Colorado College. This is 
Paul's third year as a Ranger. 
Coming from Marquette High of 
Tulsa, Okla., where he earned 
three letters in football and three 
more as a star outfielder on the 
b a s e b a 11 team, Brockwell has 
earned two letters in football and 
two in basketball at Regis. 
Working for an A. B. degree, 
he is majoring in history. Paul 
is a member of the ''R" Club, 
a new member of the Sodality, 
and a student councilman. He 
was a member of the American 
Legion ball club that- went to 
the semi-finals in the National 
Tournament. The "Boarder 
Friends Gather to 
Honor Letter Wif!_ners; 
Col. Marshall Speaks 
' At the close of their most suc-
cessful season since the resump-
tion of football at Regis College, 
the Regis Rangers were feted at 
a banquet on Thursday evening, 
Dec. 10, at the Shirley-Savoy 
Hotel. 
One hundred and seventy-five 
friends gathered in the banquet 
room to honor the Rangers for 
their brilliant showing du,ring the 
past season. The Very Rev. John 
J. Flanagan, S.J., president of 
Regis College, gave the welcom-
ing address and expressed his ap-
preciation for the wonderful rep-
resentation of friends. Coach Rob-
ert C. "Sarge" MacKenzie gave a 
resume of the season and intro-
duced all of the squad members. 
Col. Jesse E. Marshall, director 
of the Colorado Internal Security 
district, gave a very impressive 
speech on "Football Goes To 
War". Entertainment was sup-
plied by Austin Williams, Jack 
Sherlock, and Barkley Allan, star 
radio pianist. R. Paul Horan, 
class of '27, was a most genial 
toastmaster. 
Mr. Walter J. Coughlin, chair-
man of the Regis College Athletic 
board, stated that the '42 season 
was the most successful, financial-
ly, that Regis has ever had. Mr. 
Coughlin also r em ark e d that 
a recent statement that college 
football contributed nothing to 
service charities was in no way 
true of Regis College. He pointed 
out that during the year Regis 
has given approximately $1,640 
to the B o u 1 de r Navy School 
in addition to admitting hundreds 
of service men to its games free. 
weight was the d~ciding factor in 
every defeat that the squad suf-
fered this season." 
. 
Rounding out his second year 
on a Ranger varsity football squad 
is Torn Kelley. Tom, a native 
of Ft. Dodge, Iowa, prepped at 
Regis High where he earned his 
letter in football. Aside from 
athletics Tom devoted much of his 
time to the AEGIS, student pub-
lication, captured second honors 
along the scholastic line, held 
class office all four years, was a 
finalist in the Forensic contest in 
his junior and senior years, win-
ning top honors for a humorous 
declamation in his junior year, 
and was Prom King in his senior 
year. 
In college Tom has won two 
letters in football, was president 
of the military posts. Fort Logan 
and Buckley Field, in particular, 
have very potent quintets. Both " 
are saturated with ex- college 
greats, and it looks as though 
they are well established. 
As yet the sithation concerning 
the Naismith League is not defin-
itely settled, though within the 
city, the transportation problem 
would not offer a serious handi-
cap. Even the matter of having 
games with Greeley and Colorado 
College :seems out cf the question 
for the :present. 
PAUL BROCKWELL 
educated toe came tbrougi:J 
Five," on whicb, he was the 
high-scoring forward, won the 
intramural championship I a s t 
year. 
" of his class as a freshman, and 
this year is a Student Councilman. 
He is Feature Editor of the Brown 
and Gold, an active member of 
the "R" Club, Sodalist, and the 
possessor of more than a half-
A member of the army enlist-
ment reserve corps, Paul hopes 
to be back for one more year on 
the · Ranger ·-squad. About the 
past season, he said. "Consider-
ing the schedule, we had flo fairly 
successful season. The lack of 
thousand r e c o r d s with Harry 
James by far the favored artist. 
Concerning the season Tom 
stated, "Good season, considering 
the opposition. If it wasn't for 
war we could have beaten every 
team we met." 
December 16, 1942 
<< << s~ s,.,. » » 
By STANLEY ITONA 
WITH the sudden deluge of fo<?tball polls that descends upon the sport-page readers at the end of the football sea::.on th rea~er must feel a little dizzy. It seems that almost ~ver; 
sports wnter in the country managed to select hiS. "All-A · 
t 
" "All mencan 
earn or -conference" or "All-Section" or ''Little All-A · " d "All . mer1can 
an -something team" ad infinitum et ad nauseam ... Not 
to be stopp~d with this conglomeration of teams, they have sat 
down. at therr battered typewriters and come up with the idea of 
selectmg players, each player according to his especial ability 
We find teams now made up of best "field generals' and ~~s~ 
"placek_icke~"' ·:p~unging . back" and "best past-catching end" . . . 
We beheve m g1vmg cred1t where credit is due ... But at times this 
sor_t of thing g:~ws _weary, and we are ready to give these sports-
wr1ters a class1f1Cabon . . . Calling their play "Offensive at All-
times" seems appropriate enough . . . Before long we expect to 
come across an "all-around end". 
.. 
At this writing the final word on the team to oppose 
Georgia in the New Year's Day Tournament of Roses at 
Pasadena is still undecided ••• U.S.C., U.C.L.A. and Stan-
ford are the candidates in the tilt with the Bnlldogs . . . 
Whoever is chosen, our nod goes to the Georgia outfit in 
any event . . . Definite teams for the other Bowl games 
for New Year's Day are ... Texas & Georgia Tecb, in 
the Cotton Bowl, with the Yellow Jackets coming out on 
top . • . The Sugar Bowl card isn't rationed this year and 
we find Tulsa vanquishing the Volunteers from Tennessee 
. • · Still heading South, Boston College's Eagles shouldn't 
have too much trouble in snatching the fruit of victory from 
the Crimson Tide of Alabama in the Orange Bowl . . . 
In the Sun Bowl, the 2nd Air Command plays Hardin-
Simmons and the latter should outshine the former if past 
performances indicate anything. 
... 
The one that set alL of us back on our heels, was the scalping 
the Washington Redskins gave the Chicago Bears. . . . What's 
this about Beecher Montgomery of T.C.U. leaping to the No. 1 spot 
on the Frog squad . . . Gust Zarnas has been a guard during 
his entire football career and this year is th star guard for the 
Great Lakes eleven, but he is one of the best passers on the Sailors 
star-studded squad . . . Giving exhibitions during ' practice, Gust 
tosses a few for 60 yards for a warm-up and then gives out with 
his 80-yard specialty. 
... 
The transportation curtailment muddles the basketball 
situation even more than the football season • . . The Big 
9 has come out witb, the announcement that all competi-
tions will proceed as scheduled unless a request to the con-
trary comes from higher-ups .•. C.U. announces that all 
intercollegiate competitions will be dropped until the end 
of the war • . . The Professional basketbaU league got off 
to a flying start when the Redskins from Sheboygen bowed 
to the Ft. Wayne team, 54-45 •.. High scorer for Ft. Wayne 
was last year's most valuable player of the league, Bobby 
McDermott, who tossed in 18 points. 
... 
The Parochial league isn't scheduled for an opener until after 
the holidays ... All schools have started practice and each one seems 
confident that they can break Regis' title hold Regardless of 
the outcome this promises to be one of the most hotly contested cam-
paigns of the Denver sports menu . . . ' 
.. 
With the City football competition completed, the sports 
staff of the B & G announces its choice for an all-parochial 
team . . . Regis, :Metropolitan Champs, placed five times 
on the first team . . . Mnllen Home and Holy Family, two 
. St. Francis and Cathedral one each . . . 
Mesch (St. Francis) .................................................... LE 
Burns (Mullen Home) ................................................ LT 
Maguire (Regis) ............................................................ LG 
* Abegg (Cathedral) ............................... : ........................... C 
Peterson (Regis) ............................................................ C 
Gallagher (Holy Family) ............................................ RG 
Muldoon (Regis) ............................... ~ .......................... RT 
Foley (Regis) ................................................................ RE 
Lombard (Holy Family) .............................................. QB 
Heit (Regis) .................................................................. LH 
Payton (Mullen Home) .............................................. RH 
Goggin (Regis) ......... : .................................................. FB 
* Abegg is given the position as defensive center though he was a 
guard. Peterson was the top offensive pivot-man. 
Best Lineman .................................................................................. .... Muldoon 
Best Back ............................................ Heit or Payton (take your choice) 
Best CoUege Prospect ................................................................... ........... Foley 
+ 
Did you identify those nicknames from the last issue? 
Well, here are the answers "Tar Heels"-North Carolina 
"Hoyas"-Georgetown . 
"Billikens" - Saint Louis 
"Deacons" -Wake Forest. 
"Skibos"-Carnegie Tech. 
"Razorbacks" -Arkansas 
THE BROWN .A:Nb GOLD 
COACH'S CORNER-
<continued from Page 6) 
In his brief appearance before an 
injury terminated his playing, 
Louie Byrne laid one of the pret-
tiest blocks of the season-the 
victim was a C.C. linebacker. 
Braunreiter's catch of old faith-
ful 70 pass in the Colorado Col-
lege game and Newland's per-
formance of the same feat in the 
Greeley game were the finest of 
several fine performances by each 
man. It is difficult to single out 
Malone's greatest performance-
we'll just say that every time 
Wahoo took the ball he brought 
the crowd to its feet. 
Paul Brockwell's precision kick-
ing was the spectacular means of 
freezing the C.C. tie and of pro-
viding the margin of victory over 
the Army. Monk DeCanio's bat-
tering ball carrying against Army 
and Mines ind his romping over 
with the pass, from Brandiger 
toward the close of the secQnd 
Navy game, highlighted Monk's 
universally fine play. George 
Langdon did a fine job on defense 
and packed the ball well. How-
ever, he stood out as one of the 
finest blockers Regis has had in 
--:-coach MacKenzie 
recent years. Mal McLennan went 
to town in the Mines game. His 
two touchdowns against the Blas-
ters were thrillers. In the case of 
Joe Brandiger, every pass thrown 
by the big Durango Dynamiter 
was . a thriller as is attested by 
the fact that Joe won honorable 
mention on the All-American team 
of the Catholic colleges. 
The Rangers, individually, shone. · 
But in turning in spectacular and 
thrilling performances individual-
ly, they never faltered in team 
play. The record shows a nice 
distribution of the scoring- a 
safety to DeStefano, three touch-
downs scored by Newland, two 
each by Vogel and McLennan, 
while Braunreiter, Brandiger, Mel-
phy Newton and DeCanio each 
carried over one score. Brockwell 
kicked six extra points, two of 
which aecided the outcome of 
games. On forward and lateral 
passes Brandiger must be credited 
with six assists, Newland with 
three, Malone with two and Mel-
phy with two. 
One striking evidence of team 
play was the manner in which 
the Rangers handled the laterals 
in the opposing secondary. I have 
seen many backs who, rather 
than share credit for a long run, 
would hang onto the ball and try 
to get a few more yards when 
trapped. Not the Rangers! When-
ever one of the Regis backs could 
aid the cause by shovelling out a 
lateral, said lateral was made-
and likewise the touchdown. This 
... 
This week you get ten to work on 
"Eagles," "Iron Dukes," "Spartans," 
"Golden Avalanche,". "Tigers," Mudhens," 
Here they are . is only one instance of many in 
"Horned Frogs," "Dons," which Regis showed itself to be 
"Golden Hur.t;icane," "Bees." above the average in team play. 
r:-·r- - ' ... - , Page Seven 
Freshmen Gridsters Give Stellar 
Performances in College Debuts 
vVhen Coach "Sarge" McKenzie was making plans for 
the team he was to put on the gridiron this fa:ll, they were to 
be for a sqaud that had been riddled by the draft and enlist-
metns. He realized of course that some very necessary replace-
ments would come from transfers and maybe one or two fresh-
men. But when he saw these new men work out he knew that 
more than two would play a de-+---------------
ciding factor in the success of 
this campaign. ~n fact, Sarge 
came up with· seven hard-hitting, 
heads-up ball players. 
GEORGE LANGDON, a hard-
driving fullback and stellar de-
fensive back filled the post va-
cated by Doug Shouldice. Al-
though suffering from an injured 
ankle during the latter half of 
the season, Langdon was in the 
thick until forced to the side-
lines during the Mines game for 
the rest of the autumn. Standing 
five feet eight and weighing 170 
pounds, Langdon comes from Holy 
Family high of Denver where h!l 
gained prominence as All-Paro-
chial fullback. · 
MAL McLENNAN, the frosh 
sensation, didn't show his stuff 
until mid-season, but then he cut 
loose with an exhibition that 
marked him as the man to watch 
next year. His speed and elusive-
ness and a natural love for the 
sport made for a winning combi-
nation. Mal is five feet nine, 
weighs 160 pounds and comes 
from St. Mary's of Colorado 
Springs, where he played fullback 
and captained the team. 
Rounding out the f r e s h m a n 
backfield men is BOB BRAUN-
REITER, a 160-pound chunk of 
football demon. An All-Parochial 
choice from Messmer High in Mil-
waukee, "Browny" could handle 
either end of a passing combina-
tion with equal dexterity. He 
scored the first touchdown of the 
season when he took a forty-yard 
pass from Joe Brandiger in the 
game against Colorado College. 
In mid-season Bob broke his hand, 
but was able to see. action in the 
last two games. 
TONY MELPHY, was the All-
Parochial end from St. Joseph's 
of Denver who took over the 
duties of left end. The big ques-
tion was whether our passing at-
tack clicked because Tony put 
glue on his fingers. Whatever it 
was, Tony's spectacular snatches 
were the feature of every game. 
The most amazing player of the 
freshman · gang w a s GEORGE 
CORNALT, a 155-pound guard. 
Light as he was, "Frenchy" con-
sistently played against 200-pound 
opposition, and just as consistent-
ly he gave a stellar performance. 
George last year captained the 
Crusaders of St. Mary's from 
Walsenburg to the Colorado state 
champion. 
Another likable player of the 
group is HARRY BRAHM, all-
parochial tackle from Messmer 
High of Milwaukee. Standing six 
feet two inches and weighing 185 
pounds, Harry has been one of 
the stalwarts all season. Although 
there were three big, experienced 
tackles before him, .Brahm saw 
action in every game and came 
through in such a fashion that 
there was never a bit of doubt of 
his capability. 
Last and most certainly not 
least is DON VOGEL. Coming 
from Dallas, Texas, where he 
captained the St. Joseph squad to 
the finals of the state champion-
ship, Tex has given the most con-
sistent all-around performance of 
this group. His offensive block-
Gannon Cops Football 
Ballot With a~ .800-
McC:oy, Ashen Second 
With upsets so prevalent in the 
football picture this fall, the so-
called "dopesters", almost as a 
whole, finished the season with 
percentages which were anything 
but outstanding. The B&G staff 
finished with an average of .563 
after its selection of thirty-five 
game§. The top picker was John 
Gannon with an amazing .800 av-
erage. Jim McCoy and Sports 
Editor Ashen had better-than-av-
erage percentages with .571 after 
each of their names. John Langs-
feld, with a .560, kept his mark 
above the middle point, and, this 
year, such a feat was not easily 
accomplished. Ed Garland did 
rather well also, as his .543 indi-
cated. A .520 average made Phil 
Davis over the middle mark. John 
Morozumi and Jim Sunderland fell 
victims to too many upsets with 
percentages of .486 and .457 re-
spectively. Davis and Langsfeld 
did not enter the competition un-
til after mid-season. Gannon's 
consistent picking of winners and 
McCoy's calling of upsets made 
possible their high averages. 
INTRAMURAL 
·ACTIVITIES • 
By GEORGE ASHEN 
'I HIS semester has finally come 
to an end and the intramural 
officials have little progress 
to report. Despite the fact that 
our report has a rather blank 
look, we see some intramurals fin-
ally bursting forth. Basketball, 
the coming attracJion throughout 
the sporting world, is making 
some headway. Men have already 
started to form into teams and 
are constantly barraging the 
hoops of the court with deadly 
accuracy. 
Well, fellows, with this lec-
ture on basketball, I write my 
last column as intramural di-
rector; and ~¥so, as the Sports 
Editor of the BROWN AND 
GOLD. I will be replaced upon 
graduation by some other stu-
dent, who I am sure will do a 
better job than I ever hoped 
to do. To this new successor I 
say "Good Luck". I wisb, to 
thank all my fellow classmates 
for their help in this season's 
intramural program. I also 
wish to extend my thanks to 
Father Mahoney and to Mr. 
O'Sullivan for their fine help 
this season. To my staff I say: 
You were really fine and con-
siderate. 
ing, defensive alertness, and un-
wavering energy placed him 
among the most promising fresh-
man stars developed in this region. 
r 
L_ 
/ 
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Retired Pioneer Bishop Is 
Now Residing on Campus 
Relief Fund Succeeds-
Semester's Sodality 
Activities Numerous . . 
. Th~ Mos~ Rev. Anthony J. Schuler, S.J., recently arrived 
to h:re m retirement at Regis College, having resigned his post 
as bishop. of El Paso, Texas, celebrated his 56th anniversary 
as a Jesmt on Monday, December 7. He was the second mem-
ber of the Society of Jesus designated for the See of El Paso 
the first being the Rev. John J. Brown, S.<T., now at St. 1\Iary'~ 
"The Christmas collection for 
the hurricane-struck population of 
Belize, British Honduras, taken up 
at the Mass last Friday was gen-
erously contributed to by the stu-
dents at Regis," said the Rev. 
Hugo J. Gerleman, S.J., moderator 
of the Regis Sodality, today. The 
Christmas collection was the lat-
est of a number of successful 
activities which the Sod a 1 it y, 
under Fr. Gerleman's leadership, 
·has undertaken during the first 
semester. 
College, St. Marys, Kan., who n!-+ · 
signed the see because of his 
health before being consecrated. 
Bishop Schuler was born in St. 
Marys, Pennsylvania, September 
ORATORICAL 
CONTEST-
(Continued from Page 1) 
20, 1869, of German parents. In are too great, and the price we 
1873 the family moved to George- are paying too precious, that our 
town, Colorado, along with five efforts should go for nothing." 
companions. His father worked The second-place winner is a grad-
uate of Regis High. 
Four other speakers competed 
in the finals. Peter Albi, warning 
against the return of prohibition, 
of injuries received at the mine, delivered an address en tit 1 e d 
leaving his son Anthony to ~id in "Alert at Home." Robert Han-
the support of the family. sen's speech,' "On Christian Prin-
ciples," dealt with the need of 
Catholic morality in modern polit-
ical action. William Sullivan in-
veighed against the present in-
ability' to think political and social 
problems through in a speech 
titled "We Reason Our Way." 
"Pan-Americanism" was the name 
of Guy Reed's oration dealing 
with some of the obstacles in the 
way of relations between this 
country and South America. 
for a number of years in the mines 
and mills, and then claimed a 
piece of ground in Chicago Creek, 
near Idaho Springs, and opened 
a mine. The elder Schuler died 
At the beginning of the football 
season there was introduced a 
football novena invoking the aid 
and grace of the Blessed Virgin 
for the protection and victory of 
the football team. The devotion 
proved very popular with both the 
students and the faculty. 
During the month of October, 
a daily Rosary was said, and 
during November prayers were 
said for the s.ouls in Purgatory 
and for the men in the armed 
services. In addition to promoting 
these devotions, the Sodality has 
arranged to keep a vigil light 
burning daily in the chapel of 
Carroll Hall for service men, a 
practice whjch will be continued 
throughout the year. 
WAS AT ANNUNCIATION 
Under the guidance of Father 
Nicholas Matz, who later became 
Bishop of Denver, he got two jobs 
-one a clerk in a general store, 
and the other in a local foundry. 
Father Matz was transferred to 
Denver in 1885, to St. Ann's 
Church (now Annunciation), and 
young Schuler came along with 
him to serve as sacristan, janitor, 
and usher. In 1886 a Jesuit mis-
sionary visited the parish and 
advised the boy about entering the 
Society of Jesus. In the same 
year the present bishop entered 
the Jesuit novitiate at Florissant, 
Missouri. Seven years later he 
was sent to Denver as professor 
and prefect at Regis College (then 
Sacred Heart), where he served 
for six years. He was ordained 
in June, 1901, having completed 
four years of study at the Sacred 
Heart college in Woodstock, Mary-
land. 
RECTOR FOR THREE YEARS 
Again he returned to Regis Col-
lege, where, serving four years as 
minister, he was then made rector 
-an office he held for three 
years .. He was . then sent to El 
Paso, where he labored until 1911, 
after which he was made pastor 
of Denver's · Sacred Heart church. 
In 1915 he was consecrated first 
ordinary of El Paso, and he has 
held that post for 27 years, in 
which time he ·saw the Spanish 
diocese changed from a place 
without transportation and funds 
to a well-equipped territory. Upon 
his arrival there he was given 
$58,000 for a cathedral, already 
under construction. Bishop Schuler 
has had the honor of making five 
reports to the Holy Father at 
Rome. 
PAPAL HONORS-
<continued from Page 1) 
pany in 191'7, he came to Denver. 
Other receivers of the Papal 
honors were: the Very Rev. John 
J. Mulroy, pastor of the Holy 
Ghost church and archdiocesan 
director of Catholic Charities, who 
has been a papal chamberlain and 
was named a domestic prelate; 
Herbert Fairall, who was named 
a Knight of the Order of St. 
Gregory; and _Mrs. John L. Dower, 
Mrs. Ella Mullen Weckbaugh, 
Mrs. Oscar Malo, Mrs. Helen Bon-
fils Somnes, Miss Nellie Lennon, 
and Mrs. Spencer Pe::rose of Colo-
rado Springs, all of whom were 
awarded . the papal cross Pro Ec-
clesia et Pontifice. 
The delivery of the orations was 
followed by a period in which each 
speaker was questioned by the 
audience for four minutes. Au-
dience response was enthusiastic. 
The judges for the contest were: 
the Very Rev. John A. Buttimer, 
C. SS. R., pastor of St. Joseph's 
parish; Miss Helen Burke, director 
of speech at Loretto Heights col-
lege ;and Mr. Clarence Moore, 
program director for radio station 
KOA. Francis Morriss, winner of 
last year's oratorical contest, act-
ed as chairman. 
Instead of giving the usual 
plaque, the college will follow the 
practice introduced last year of 
awarding war stamps to the win-
ner. The prize will be given at 
commencement exercises in May. 
The Regis College Choral club1 
James Hoare, and Daniel Melillo 
supplied the musical portion of 
the program at the contest. 
Hoare, who is pianist for the 
Choral club, opened the program 
with the piano solo "Valse Triste" 
by Sibelius. During an intermis-
sion Melillo, also a Choral club 
member, did Kriesler's "Tam-
bourin Chinois" on the violin. The 
Choral club sang "The Marine 
Song" and the English hunting 
Song, "John Peel." 
On December 9 twenty-eight 
Regis men were officialy received 
into the Sodality by Father Gerle-
man. The following men were 
inducted: Peter Albi, Ward An-
thony, Louis Antonelli, Leroy 
Bonger, Robert Braunreiter, Har-
old Brahm, Philip Brockish, Paul 
Brockwell, Philip Callen, Vincent 
Cook, Phil Davis, Michael Dire, 
John Flanagan, Joseph Giardino, 
John Gleason, Edward Hencmann, 
Thomas X. Kelley, John Langs-
feld, George Larson, Malcolm Mc-
Lennan, Gerald Malone, Aldo 
Notarianni, Michael Quinn, Guy 
Reed, Joseph Spaulding, James 
Sunderland, William Udick and 
Donald Winter. 
POISONOUS GASES-
<continued from P.age 2) 
cities of the world, in the event 
poison gas were used on the civil-
ian population. Most of these 
writings give an exaggerated and 
almost fantastic idea of · the po-
tency of these gases. Father Kee-
noy stated that such writers who 
base their predictions on their im-
agination are not authorities on 
the subject, and therefore that 
their predictions are to be looked 
upon as mere curiosities rather 
than authoritative statements. 
A discussion of the barbarity or 
humanity of gas warfare planned 
by Father Keenoy was precluded 
by the lack of time. 
.,. ............. .,.,. .... 
FROWN AND SCOLD·· 
(Continued from Page 5) 
John Flanagan-A big package of vitamin pills. 
Jim Gleason-A loud-speaking system, and some long fuses. 
Joe Castor-A haircut. 
To Jerome Jacobs we award the Denis O'Fellows English award 
for par excellence in hawking peanuts at the Loretto Dances. 
To George Larsen we give a pair of skiis because, in 
truth, your story is rather far-fetched. 
To "Cruiser" Krause, who has beeri in dry-dock for six months, 
a present direct from the Navy Department, a refusal; from the 
Marine Corps, a refusal; from the Army Air Corps, a refusal; from 
the Coast Guard, a refusal; from a red-headed tornado-well, its 
the old story. Just too much charm. 
And so that it may not be said that the political activi-
ties of other members of our family have blinded us to any-
thing but displaying our power, we give to Warren G. 
Hansen anything that his little heart may desire, including 
a date with Lucille. 
FRESHMAN FOIBLES-
<continued from Page 5) 
your horn) wants a certain little 
l\liss to show more appreciation. 
And finally, dear Santa, when 
Jerry, the Romeo, hits Mil-
waukee please see to it that 
Ruth finds out what a~ big mis-
take it was to turn on the cool-
ing system, especially when he 
was worried about the draft. 
-And for yours truly just the 
sight of all the cheer I have 
spread will be ample award; 
'course a "C" card, two tires, a 
six-month deferment, $25 in my 
stocking, and maybe an "A" in 
Chern and Math topped off with 
H. A. standing under a piece of 
mistletoe wouldn't be objected to, 
but then this is wahr. 
Yours 'till the snow balls, 
An Optimist. 
ITONA-
December 16, 1942 
New Courses Offered 
To Pre-Induction Men 
As part of the preinduction pro-
gram for the armed forces, Regis 
College will give a course in me-
teorology and navigation next se-
mester, the Very Rev. John J. 
Flanagan, S.J., president of Regis, 
announced last week. 
The instructor for the course 
will be Mr. A. G. Topil, meteor-
ologist at the United States 
weather burea}l at the municipal 
airport in .Denver. Mr. Topil, a 
University of Nebraska graduate, 
has had thirteen years of expe-
rience with the weather bureau in 
Nebraska, Oregon, Washington, 
California, and Colorado. 
This course has been introduced 
in order to better prepare all those 
who will be in tlie .armed services 
shortly, Father Flanagan said. 
The meteorplogy and navigation (Continued from Page 5) classes will meet twice a week in 
licious coffee stretchers, and by two-hour sessions. Not only Regis 
free-lancing, obtained five lbs. of students, but any others who may 
Sanka (you're welcome) which he be interested in this program may 
used generously (five grains at enroll. Students who are enrolled 
a time). He was also the guy who in this course will be given four 
had seven prefabricated bicycles hours credit at the successful 
hidden in a cove up in the moun- completion of the semester. 
tains together with 500 lbs. of A new course in philosophy will 
crude rubber camouflaged as an also be offered next semester. Its 
embalmed whale. catalogue classification is Philoso-
But, with all his tricks our BTO phy 160. This course deals with 
friend isn't so smart. In the first practical problems and will be 
place, if he was a real contact given by Rev. William J. Stack-
man, he would have had a "C" house, S.J. 
card. Secondly, he would have 
changed from coffee to Postum, 40 Hours Devotion Ends 
with healthier results. Thirdly, he Yesterday evening the Forty 
would have bought a cattle ranch Hours devotion to the Blessed 
just to make sure. Finally, if he Sacrament closed. The Blessed 
was so damn smart, he would Sacrament had been on exposition 
have been in Army Intelligence. in the student chapel. 
''The Coke's in'' 
urhat's the happy greeting heard today when a 
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler. Folks 
wait for it ••• wait because the only thing like 
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers smile 
and start moving up to pause and be refreshed. 
"There's a cheerful spirit about this way of 
accepting wartime restrictions. Morale is high." 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
DENVER COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
